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Possibilities for spin physics at the LHC?
LHC proton beams are unpolarized 

→ no spin in the initial states (Exception: AFTER@LHC)

“Internal” spin of quarks, gluons, resonances, …
→  angular / azimuthal modulations

→ e.g., linear gluon polarization (talks by Boer, Pisano, …)

“External” spin of particles in the final state
→ decay products of the particle, e.g., J/y, Ls-hyperon …

Measurement of L-spin through decay L ⟶ pp- 

• Proton preferentially emitted along L-spin
• In L rest frame: pol. decay distribution

PL: Transverse Lambda Polarization
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Transverse L polarization in pA: long history…
One of the first transverse spin effects at Fermilab (1976): p+Be⟶L0+X

and many more follow-up measurements with 300 - 800 GeV proton beams (E799)

L polarization was found 
to be sizeable!

… and at CERN SPS (NA48 1998): p+N⟶L0+X (450 GeV)
… and at HERA-B (2006): p+(C,W)⟶L0+X (950 GeV)

What about LHC? Is it feasible at a high energy collider?

Recent ATLAS measurement at √S = 7 TeV
[ATLAS, PRD 91, 032004 (2015)]

Polarization small PL ~ 1%
L polarization at LHC possible

 Can L polarization be useful for LHC physics?
Tool in particle physics?
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Perturbative QCD: L fragmentation
parton ⟶ L + X transition:

‘square of the amplitude’

L fragmentation functions

FF of unpolarized q ⟶  L: 
fairly known [fits by AKK08, DSV, …]

FF of longitudinally pol. q ⟶  L: 
poorly known [attempts by DSV to fit LEP data]

FF of transversely pol. q ⟶  L: 
unknown, chiral-odd, hard to extract from single-inclusive processes

Candidate to explain large transverse L polarization?
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Collinear Twist-3 formalism
’intrinsic’ twist-3 FF with transverse spin:

’kinematic’ twist-3 FF with transverse spin:

⟶

’dynamical’ twist-3 FF with transverse spin:

complex functions:

Relations: Equation of Motion & Lorentz-Invariance
[Kanazawa, Koike, Metz, Pitonyak, MS, PRD 93, 054024 (2016)]

Two equations, three functions → eliminate ‘intrinsic & kinematical twist-3’



Single inclusive L production  
in e+e- - annihilation 

(e+e- ⟶ LX) 
√S ≫ LQCD

Simplest and cleanest process to study fragmentation… 
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NLO:

Typical NLO features:
❖ infrared safe (cancellation of 1/e2 - poles in dim. reg.)
❖ MSbar renormalization of fragmentation functions  → DGLAP evolution
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Equation of Motion:

Single-Transverse L Spin observable
❖ Unique effect driven by a single fragmentation function DT → absent in DIS (1g)
❖ to do: fit to Belle data → first information on DT

Equation of Motion:

LIR:

Double Longitudinal Lepton - Transverse L Spin observable
❖ Effect driven by a single fragmentation function GT → present in DIS (g2)
❖ Wandzura-Wilczek approximation: valid for fragmentation as well?
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Single inclusive L production  
in e - N collisions 
(e + N ⟶ L + X)

at EIC
PT ≫ LQCD
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LO calculation of transverse L spin observables:
[Kanazawa, Metz, Pitonyak, M.S., PLB (2014) ; Kanazawa, Koike, Metz, Pitonyak, M.S., PRD (2016)]

like SIDIS, but final state lepton not observed

Single-Transverse L Spin Asymmetry
❖ E.o.M. & L.I.R.: eliminate for dynamical twist-3 fragmentation functions
❖ if Boer-Mulders function h1⟘(1) not too large: study DT and D1T⟘(1) with flavour separation

Double Longitudinal Lepton-Transverse L Spin Asymmetry
❖ E.o.M. & L.I.R.: Wandzura-Wilczek twist-2 part + dynamical twist-3 
❖ if twist-3 distribution e(x) not too large & G1 better known: study validity of WW-approx.



Unpolarized Cross Section for p-production at NLO
[Hinderer, M.S., Vogelsang, PRD (2015), arXiv:1505.06415]

large NLO - corrections for HERMES & JLab12 
mild NLO - corrections for COMPASS & EIC (K ~ 1.2 - 1.5) 

jet production at EIC (K ~ 2) 
→ NNLO[Abelof, Boughezal, Liu, Petriello, arXiv:1607.04921]: perturbative series converges

HERMES: K = sNLO/sLO = 2 - 2.5 JLab12: K = sNLO/sLO = 2.5 - 3.5

How well do we understand this process?
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Longitudinal Spin Asymmetry at NLO
[Hinderer, M.S., Vogelsang, in preparation]

SLAC E155 (1999):
e→ + (p→,D→) ⟶ (p±,h±) + X

Agreement with data not satisfactory, no systematics: Why?
Theory: NNLO? Higher twists (PT ~ 1-2 GeV)? Refit of helicity distributions/FFs?
Experiment: Errors underestimated?

Measurements (unpol. and pol.) should be repeated at COMPASS, JLab, (EIC), …

[bad agreement] [ok agreement]



Summary
❖ L Polarization: Long history, measured in pp-collisions, recently at 

ATLAS → feasible at a high-energy collider

❖ Recent measurement at Belle in e+e-: clean processes to determine 
polarized L fragmentation functions

❖ Theory for e+e-: Transverse L single-spin asymmetry through DT, 
consequence of missing T-reversal → unique feature

❖ NLO underway, more processes in e+e- to be studied (L+p - final state)

❖ Single-inclusive L production at EIC, COMPASS: additional 
information on L polarization

❖ Need to understand better single-inclusive hadron production


